Presentation
Brands and organizations have been increasingly
questioned about their roles in society, including as
agents of transformation. Acting with purpose and
embracing causes humanizes brands and brings
them closer to their audiences. In this sense, the
projects carried out by Social and Environmental
Responsibility, such as the Volunteer Program, Porto
Seguro Institute, Waste Sorting, among others, show
how Porto Seguro transfers its plans and discourse
to practice, and are important elements to generate
belonging on the part of employees, increase brand
credibility and customer loyalty.

We believe that current and future generations
expect companies to invest more in society and
the environment than they have invested in the
past. As a result, Porto Seguro’s sustainability
actions and positioning (present in the company’s
mission), seek to be increasingly aligned with the
Company’s business strategies, in addition to being
strengthened with the leaders, since they generate
a positive impact for the world, has become as
important as the ability to generate profit.

This Sustainability Report presents results and
several initiatives of the Company, which aim
to promote positive environmental, social, and
economic impacts for society.
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Message from the CEO
Dear reader, [102-14]
At Porto Seguro we understand the value of our
relationships, so we are a company made up of people:
customers, employees, brokers, suppliers, partners,
shareholders, and surrounding communities. It is for all
this human capital that we are committed to providing
care and are dedicated to achieving sustainable results
that add value to our main audiences.
We progressed our projects and actions with the
communities that are closest to us: more than 170
institutions were assisted in Brazil, resulting in more than
89 thousand services in the year. The Porto Volunteer
program, for example, was attended by 847 employees
of the headquarters, assisted 15 social institutions and
3 thousand beneficiaries. In addition to several other
initiatives aimed at developing, engaging and retaining
brokers, service providers, partners and customers,
contributing to Porto Seguro having a good result in the
complaints rate, which in 2019 was 0.3193, that is, less
than one formalized complaint per thousand customers.

of water consumption to more units, reduce the number
of prints and disposable cups, in addition to stimulating
and raising awareness about the importance of recycling.
The creation of the Porto Seguro Eco-efficiency panel
will facilitate the monitoring of results, allowing better
management of the actions developed.
Business results prospered in the year; total revenue
was 1% higher than the previous year. We achieved the
highest recurring profit in history, a solid operating result,
with continuous expansion of product diversification
and with a high level of profitability (22.0%).
These results, and many others presented throughout
this document, reflect the management attention to its
socio-environmental responsibility and the importance
of this performance for the business development. We
hope that this document reflects the commitments
made in our strategic vision and helps you to understand
why we are increasingly a Porto Seguro (safe harbor).
Good reading!

Our eco-efficiency actions were also expanded in 2019,
with projects such as Earth Hour and the installation of
solar panels. We managed to expand the management
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Created in 1945 as a small insurance
company, Porto Seguro is currently
the leader in the auto and home
segment in Brazil.
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The main products
offered are:

Porto Seguro S.A. is a publicly held corporation headquartered in the central region of
São Paulo/SP. Its shares are traded on the Novo
Mercado from Brasil, Bolsa Balcão [B]³, under
the acronym PSSA3. [102-1; 102-3; 102-5]

[102-2; 102-4; 102-6]

Carro Fácil

Credit Car

Consortium

Business

Rent Guarantee

Financing

Health for Pet

Investments

Residential

Health + Dental

Life and Pension

Auto

Stablished with the purpose of concentrating
the controlling interest in Porto Seguro Companhia de Seguros Gerais and its subsidiaries,
Porto Seguro started its activities in 1945, with
only 25 employees. Currently, the Group is
composed of 26 companies, around 12 thousand employees and is recognized as one of
the largest insurance companies in the country, for its performance in several insurance
lines, being a leader in the auto and home insurance segments.
In addition to operating in the main lines of
property and personal insurance, Porto Seguro
offers more than 50 products and services, for
individuals and companies, throughout the
national territory and operates in the auto insurance market in Uruguay.

Easy Car – car rental

health plan for pet

Get to know the history of Porto Seguro
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Sectoral participation and
external commitments

Over the past 75 years, Porto Seguro has
been recognized for its entrepreneurship and
high-quality services, quickly responding to
market changes. The Company has implemented innovative and synergistic solutions
to the insurance business, enabling greater
customer loyalty, such as the creation of the
policyholder profile for risk underwriting analysis, the launch of the auto+home product,
bike assistance, monitored alarms, credit card
credit and many others.
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Porto Seguro has an active participation in
the most relevant entities that represent its
sector of activity, occupying the boards of the
National Confederation of General Insurance
Companies, Private Pension and Life, Supplementary Health and Capitalization (CNseg);
the National Federation of General Insurance
(FenSeg); the National Federation of Private
Pension and Life (FenaPrevi); the Union of Insurance and Reinsurance Companies (SindSeg) of the states of São Paulo, Rio de Janeiro
and Espírito Santo; the National Supplementary Health Federation (FenaSaúde); and the
Council for the Insurance of Personal Damage
Caused by Motor Vehicles by Land (DPVAT).
In addition, the Company integrates commissions at FenSeg and CNseg. [102-13]
Since 2013, it has signed the Principles for Sustainability in Insurance (PSI), which consist of
4 guiding principles that presuppose to insert
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environmental, social and governance issues
in decision making, in the relationship with
clients and the government, in addition to
transparency in the dissemination of practices
and results. It carries out initiatives in line with
the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs),
a global agenda of the United Nations (UN),
with goals to be met by 2030. Currently, the
projects contribute to the achievement of 13
of the 17 SDGs. [102-12]
The Company is also a signatory of World Heritage Sites, priceless and irreplaceable cultural
and environmental assets for humanity, such
as the Iguaçu Falls in Brazil and the Palace of
Versailles in France, which are added to a list of
heritage sites established by the United Nations for Education, Science and Culture (UNESCO). Porto Seguro, in 2019, formally assumed
with UNESCO the commitment to collaborate
with the protection of these heritage. [102-12]
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1.1 Group companies

Itaú
Unibanco

Controlling Stockholders
Porto Seguro*
40.42%

The group is currently made up of Insurance,
General Services and Financial Services companies - control remains with the Garfinkel
family, with a relevant stake in Itaú Unibanco.
The Insurance segment includes subsidiaries
that operate directly in the auto, residence,
health, dental, life and pension markets,
among others. General Services brings together businesses such as car subscription
services and protection and monitoring
solutions, among others; and Financial Services include the group’s activities related to
consortium, financing, credit cards and investment management.

Shares in
Treasury

30.40%

Market

0.11%

PSIUPAR

29.7%

Free Float

70.82%

29.18%

PORTO SEGURO S.A.

Insurances

The organizational structure is shown below: [102-45]

General Services

Financial Services

Porto Seguro Cia. de Seguros

Porto Seguro Proteção e Monitoramento

Porto Seguro Consórcio

Azul Seguros

Porto Renova

Portopar DTVM

Itaú Auto e Residência

Porto Serviços e Comércio

Portoseg Financiamento

Porto Seguro Saúde

Porto Serviços Médicos

Crediporto

Porto Seguro Odonto

Porto Servicios (Uruguai)

Porto Investimentos

Porto Seguro Vida e Previdência

Porto Seguro Atendimento

Porto Seguro Uruguai

Porto Seguro Locadora

Porto Capitalização

Health for Pet
Porto Seguro Saúde Ocupacional

Access complete information
about the companies that are part
of the Porto Seguro Group
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1.2 Product responsibility
For Porto Seguro, it is important that its products and services are provided through familiar
service, with agility, good costs, that exceed expectations. After more than 70 years of history,
the Company has diversified its service portfolio, offering the market various types of insurance,
credit card, vehicle subscription, among many others. This diversification contributed to the
expansion of the Company sales capacity, its market penetration and affirming its reputation as
a qualified and reliable company. [103|417]
For the development of new products and services, Porto Seguro takes into account its
mission and philosophy and the legal requirements determined by regulatory bodies in the
sector, such as the Superintendence of Private Insurance (SUSEP) and the National Council of
Private Insurance (CNSP) - responsible for the control and inspection of the insurance, open
private pension, capitalization and reinsurance markets, guidelines and rules of the private
insurance policy; in addition to the Principles for Sustainability in Insurance (PSI). [103|417; 417-1]
The management of the impacts of product liability is carried out by the product areas
themselves, according to the specificity and strategic direction of each one. The complaints rate,
which indicates whether Porto Seguro has been providing good service or not, is a goal linked
annually to the employees’ bonus. This metric assists in monitoring the company’s responsibility
for products, in addition to meeting industry regulations. [103|417]
In 2019, there were no cases of non-compliance regarding product and service labeling information or marketing communications [417-2; 417-3]
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Major innovations of 2019
In 2019, Porto Seguro expanded its line of products and services, with highlights for:

Transport by App:
In the event of unforeseen circumstances with the car, such as an indemnifiable collision or theft, the Porto Seguro Auto customer has the possibility to choose between
a backup car or credit in mobility applications, such as Vá de Táxi or Uber, while the
vehicle is in the auto mechanical workshop.

Customer service via WhatsApp:
This way, the customer can request assistance for the car and home, in addition to
consulting information on the Porto Seguro Credit Card more quickly and efficiently.

Porto Seguro Bike:
Available for all types of bicycles, cyclists and third parties. The insurance has guarantees
and services designed for each type of bike and for the profile of each client.

Reppara!
Launch of Reppara!, emergency repair services for homes with monthly subscription plans.

4. Human capital

5. External relationships
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1.3 Porto Seguro in 2019
Operational and financial highlights
[102-7]

8 million

The Porto Seguro
group closed 2019
as the third largest
local insurance
company in Brazil¹,
the largest non-life
insurance company
and remains the
leader in the Auto
and Home segment

customers

13 thousand
employees

12 thousand
exclusive service
providers

304

61

Automotive centers

branches

79

49

Rapid Service
Centers

regional

37 thousand

independent brokers

43 million

266 thousand

1.5 million

lives insured by Health
Insurance and 596
thousand lives at
Dental Insurance

home services

2.8 million

rescues assisted by
tow trucks

insured vehicles

1.0 billion

R$

billion in Financial Result

136 thousand

of the Auto products
market share²

active participants
in Social Security

18.3 billion

R$

calls

in earned premiums

lives insured by
Personal Insurance

5.4 million
27.3%

6.0 million

15.5 billion

R$

R$

840 Insurance

R$

200 Others

million
million

1.4 billion

R$

in net income (without
business combination)

in total revenue

¹excluding VGBL. ²Market share: As disclosed by the Superintendence of Private Insurance (SUSEP)
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Awards in 2019
Porto Seguro received several recognitions in 2019, in different categories. Stand out:

Estadão Finanças Mais
(O Estado de S. Paulo)
3rd place in the Property Insurance category
The best companies on the stock exchange
(Infomoney)
Best publicly held company in the financial sector
Most Valuable Brazilian Brands 2019
(Interbrand)
16th place

Top Of Mind (Folha de S.Paulo)
Most Hospitable Companies
The Best of Jornal do Carro
(O Estado de S. Paulo)
Best insurance company
Ranking Best Services in Brazil edition 2019
(O Estado de S. Paulo)
General Insurance, Auto Insurance, Home Insurance

Top Of Mind RH (Folha de S.Paulo)
Occupational Health

Best Travel Insurance in the Market
(Veja São Paulo)
Insurance that is most remembered

Top Of Mind (Folha de S.Paulo)
Insurance

Best Suppliers for HR 2019
Health Insurance

In 2019, Porto Seguro was elected the best company in the financial sector (Infomoney) and
the 16th most valuable brand in Brazil (Ranking Interbrand)
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Porto Seguro achieved in 2019 the highest
recurring profit in its history, maintaining a
high level of profitability.
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The national insurance market ended 2019
with a collection of R$ 270.1 billion, excluding
supplementary health and DPVAT insurance. The
nominal increase over the previous year was
12.1%. In 2019, Porto Seguro achieved the highest
recurring profit in its history, maintaining a high
level of profitability, mainly due to the delivery of
a solid operating result and the increase in gains
from financial investments.
Total 2019 revenue was 1% higher than the
previous year. Insurance premiums for Health,
Life and Financial Risks and revenues from
Credit Operations, which make up four of Porto
Seguro’s six largest products, evolved in double
digits, while property insurance grew 4%. Auto
insurance decreased 1% in both premiums and
the insured fleet, mainly impacted by the strong
competitive environment.

The increase in
operational efficiency
observed is due to
investments in
technology, combined
with a focus on process
improvements and
automation

The Combined Insurance Index increased 2.3%
in 2019, reaching 94.5%, remaining 2.5 p.p. better
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than the average of the last 10 years. The loss ratio
was 1.8% higher than in the previous year, in line
with the company’s prospects. The volume of
administrative and operating expenses in 2019
decreased by 1% compared to the previous year,
resulting in an improvement of 0.5% in the annual
index of administrative and operating expenses,
while the inflation (IPCA) of the Country was 4% in
the period. The increase in operational efficiency
observed is due to investments in technology,
combined with a focus on process improvements
and automation. This optimization of expenses has
a relevant impact on the gain in competitiveness
and contributes to leverage the potential for
future growth. [103|201]

out when it surpassed the threshold of one
million active customers for the first time. Credit
Operations defaults ended the year at 4.7%, below
the average of the National Financial System.

In the Financial and Services Businesses, revenue
growth was 8% (excluding the operations of Porto
Seguro Conecta and Portomed, sold in 2018),
driven mainly by the increase in revenue from
the financial businesses. The Credit Card stood

Increasing revenues is one of Porto Seguro’s main
strategic objectives, so several actions carried
out in 2019 should contribute to sustainable
growth in the long run. The following initiatives
were highlighted: [103|201]

3. Corporate Governance
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The financial result increased 12% in the year,
mainly due to the performance of positions in
inflation-linked securities and variable income
allocations. The return on financial investments was
10% in the year, corresponding to 171% of the CDI.
Net income without “business combination”
reached R$ 1,387 million in 2019, an increase of
5% over the previous year. Return on Average
Shareholders’ Equity (ROAE) reached 19.3% in the
period, an increase of 0.2% compared to 2018.
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“Co-branding”, which simplified the product offer
and the presentation of the company’s brands and
brought significant gains in operational efficiency
and competitiveness;

Main products and services results
Insurances

Financial Business

Auto Insurance + Credit Card, with insurance discount and installments in up to 10x interest-free on
the Porto Seguro Credit Card;
Porto Seguro Essencial, Auto insurance with essential services that meet the main needs of the client;
Conquista (conquest), digital sales and relationship platform;
Commercial campaigns and adjustments to the
acceptance rules to boost Saúde PME; and
Reppara!, the first home emergency services club
in the country.
Porto Seguro has been increasing its business diversification over time, reducing its dependence
on Auto Insurance by increasing its participation
in other insurances and businesses, such as the
faster expansion of Health, Property and Life insurance. [103|201]
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Auto

Health + Dental

Equity

Life

Credit Card

Consortium
8.9% | 1.7%

27.3%

3.5%

9.5%

2.5%

2.3%

Market Share

Market Share

Market Share

Market Share

Market Share

R$ 9.8 billion

R$ 1.7 billion

R$ 1.6 billion

R$ 904 million

R$ 1.5 billion

R$ 324 million

Earned Premiums

Earned Premiums

Earned Premiums

Earned Premiums

Revenue

Earned Premiums

54%

9%

9%

5%

8%

2%

of Total Revenues

of Total Revenues

of Total Revenues

of Total Revenues

of Total Revenues

of Total Revenues

5.4 million

862 thousand

2.5 million

6.0 million

2.6 million

153 thousand

vehicles

Insured Lives

Insured Items

Insured Lives

Units

Customers

Vehicles| Real Estate
Market Share

Source: Sincor (Union of Entrepreneurs and Autonomous Brokerage and Distribution Professionals from all branches of Insurance, Reinsurance and Capitalization)

Access the full description
of the 2019 results
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2.1 Economic value generated and distributed
In 2019, the added value reached by the Company totaled R$ 4,535.2 million, a reduction of 3% over the
amount of R$ 4,677.2 million in 2018, as shown below: [201-1]

12.5%

1.4%

13.8%

36.3%

15.5%

35.7%
16.6%

2018

Human Resources
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2019

0,0
0,2
0,4
0,6
0,8
1,0

34.3%

Presentation

0.9%

33.0%

Government

4. Human capital

Profit Reinvestment

5. External relationships

Dividends

Capital Remuneration of Third Parties
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2.2 Other economic and financial indicators
Insurance
Premiums Distribution
Auto
Personal
Health
Property
DPVAT
Others

8.5%
1.6%
5.2%
9.7%
9.8%

7.9%
2.1%
5.4%
8.7%
9.9%

66.0%

Combined
Insurance Index (%)
Extended Combined Index
Administrative Expenses
Combined Index
Taxes
Commissioning
Operating Expenses
Loss ratio

2.6%
3.1%
15.0%

2019

91.6

87.5

89.5

96.7

92.2

94.5

2.7%
2.4%
14.0%

2018

1. Who we are

87.0%

86.4%

86.2%

2017

2018

Total Assets

2019

32,711.3

30,561.0

28,978.1

Financial Investments
Operations
Property, Plant and
Equipment and
Intangible Assets

53.0%

51.2%

index

3.4%
10.4%

12,230.5

13,896.2

13,941.6

13,159.7

13,130.5

15,168.6

3,588.0

3,534.3

3,601.1

22.4%

21.4%

54.5%

4.0%
9.6%

General Services
Financial Services
Insurance and Pensions

2018

21.5%

Message from the CEO

63.6%

2017

2.7%
2.7%
14.2%

4.3%
8.6%

10.1%

66.2%

2017
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Distribution

9.1%
0.7%
5.8%
10.9%
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2018
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2.2 Other economic and financial indicators
Capex

6.5%

11.9%

6.5%

11.8%

Investment Portfolio Allocation and Profitability (eg Pension Plans) vs. CDI

5.6%
2.8%

Post-fixed
Furniture, Equipment
and Vehicles
Software and Hardware
Properties
Other Intangibles

74.8%

64.9%

166%

14.5%

1.5%
2017

2018

Total Liabilities

Private Credit

Shares

Profitability vs. CDI

175%

158%

154%

191%

3.2%
3.0%

2.5%
2.6%

2.9%
2.9%

5.0%
2.7%

4.0%
4.0%

48.0%

46.5%

51.0%

52.0%

51.0%

12.0%

14.0%

29.0%

27.0%

2019

24,441.5
21,262.0

2,262.0
5,470.4

22,917.2
2,362.4

13,373.9
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2,705.1
7,100.6

6,152.1

2017
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Fixed Rate

77.1%

2.4%

Others
Financial liabilities
Technical Provisions

Pre-fixed
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8.0%

38.0%

14,635.8

2018

7.0%

8.0%

2019
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41.4%

4T18
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35.0%

1T19
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2.3 Shared value generation
Porto Seguro has several initiatives that generate indirect economic impacts for its stakeholders. It is part of the Company’s strategic
positioning that is to be increasingly a safe haven (porto seguro) for its employees, customers,
shareholders, brokers, service providers and
business partners. Therefore, managing and
expanding the positive impacts that may be
indirectly caused by its activities are part of the
company’s philosophy. [103|203]
The generation of shared value is understood
as a positive externality of practices adopted
for other central reasons. For example, the service school is focused on preparing providers
to better serve and serve with genuine interest
the customers, but its positive externality is the
reduction of financial losses due to possible rework. [103|203]
See other Porto Seguro initiatives that create
shared value for stakeholders in the box:
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Shared value generation [203-2]
Initiative: Provision of business sites and infra-

Initiative: School of services for technical and be-

structure, such as computers, internet, furniture,
etc., to brokers who do not have the resources to
start their activities.

havioral training of providers in the services offered
by Porto Seguro.

Value generated: Strengthening the insurance
service chain and broker loyalty.

Initiative: Porto Voluntário (Porto Seguro’s volunteer program),
which offers various actions to social institutions, all carried out by
the Company’s employees.

Value generated: Training and engagement of
the provider, more effectiveness in customer service,
mitigation of operational costs with rework and the
need for new services for the same call.

Value generated: Savings of apInitiative: Porto Seguro Institute (Social Organization of the group), which aims at professional training for people in situations of social vulnerability.

Value generated: among the professional training courses offered, there are some aimed at the
insurance market, such as maintenance of white
goods, auto body and paint, which allows the referral and employability of students in the Company’s
own businesses and with partners, such as brokers
and mechanical workshops.

1. Who we are
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3. Corporate Governance

proximately R$ 1 million for social
institutions that do not need to invest this amount in hiring people.
For Porto Seguro, there is a reduction in financial losses related to
human resources, as the absenteeism rate of volunteer employees is
on average 49% lower compared
to non-volunteer employees, and
turnover is on average 65% lower.

4. Human capital

5. External relationships

Initiative: through the Electronic Recycling Program, the white goods and help desk provider can
offer customers, at zero cost, the correct collection
and disposal of electronic waste during the provision
of the service in the Metropolitan Region of São Paulo and Vale do Paraíba.

Value generated: R$ 18,210 distributed to providers, helping them to fulfill their dreams and promoting social transformation in their lives.

6. About the report
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The Company’s socioenvironmental initiatives have grown consistently, allowing Porto Seguro employees and other audiences to look at activities and the business itself with a view to sustainability.
SER +gentil (be kinder) consolidates and unifies all sustainability actions, projects, programs and
campaigns developed by institutional areas, businesses and the Porto Seguro Institute. [103|203]
SER +gentil has three main fronts of action: Institutional, consolidating the initiatives of Nosso Time
(Our Team), such as the Volunteer Program, donations and Private Social Investment; also Education and Eco-efficiency. On the Business and Regulation front, Incubation, Consulting, sustainability trend studies are carried out, in addition to the preparation of the Sustainability Report. [103|203]
The third front is the Porto Seguro Institute, which promotes professional training through the
Ação Educa Project (educating action) and the Escola Empreendedora (entrepreneurial school),
among other initiatives; it is also responsible for receiving Jovens Aprendizes (young apprentices)
and raising funds, in addition to the neighborhood janitorial service through the Campos Elíseos
+gentil Association, the district where the headquarters is located. [103|203]
Following this operating model, sustainability has become integrated and systemic, focused on
each of the numerous products and services, thus enhancing the lightness and gentleness with
which the company seeks to serve its stakeholders. [103|203]

Strategic direction of the
Social Responsibility Area
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Promote sustainable development, through education, with
a focus on Porto Seguro, the community in which it operates
and other stakeholders

5. External relationships
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Porto Seguro Institute

Crescer Sempre Association

The Porto Seguro Institute aims to enhance the development of socio-environmental
and cultural projects in the region and expand the activities that inspire and involve the
audiences with which Porto Seguro relates, offering more than 10 types of professional
courses. Main results of 2019:
• 823 graduated students, with 88% retention;
• 30% of students employed through professional training courses;

The Company’s socioenvironmental initiatives
have grown consistently,
allowing Porto Seguro
employees and other
audiences to start
looking at activities and
the business itself with a
view to sustainability

• The Escola Empreendedora Project, a social incubator with the objective of training entrepreneurs in the sewing area (making uniforms and gifts), and focusing on
generating work and income, earned a total of R$ 153,439.50;
aims to complement formal education activities; and

• Professional courses: 600 students; and

• Training of 45 young people in the Learning Program for Porto Seguro, with 100%
student retention and 12 young people hired during the program.
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• Child Education: 329 children attended;
• High School: 210 graduated teenagers. 90% of graduated
students go to college with a full scholarship, due to the
good results at Exame Nacional do Ensino Médio (National
High School Exam);

• Assistance to 189 children and adolescents in the Ação Educa Project, which
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The Associação Crescer Sempre (always grow association)
proposes to supply the demand for education and professional training of the community of Paraisópolis, a district
in São Paulo, aiding pre-school and high school children. It
offers professional courses with focus on work and income
generation. Main results in 2019:

• Jovem Crescer Project (young grow): 172 students served.

4. Human capital

5. External relationships
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Social and
environmental
projects results:

Social and environmental education

Social projects

• 57 socio-environmental education actions
were carried out for the internal public, with
conscientious consumption approaches,
waste sorting, eco-efficiency of water and
electricity resources, conscious consumption week, community garden, among others. In total, 2,396 employees participated
in the actions;
• With the Cooking Oil Recycling Program,
168 liters of oil were collected, preventing
clogging of the sewage network and contamination of at least 4,444 m³ of water,
equivalent to the consumption of 73 people
for an entire year.
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Eco-efficiency

• The Corporate Volunteer Program’s strategy is to promote various forms of voluntary
action, whether individual or collective, inside or outside office hours, with children,
adults, or the elderly. In 2019, it reached
8% of the head office employees, with
70% recurrence.
• The Campos Elíseos +gentil Association
aims to improve the neighborhood of Campos Elíseos, making it cleaner, more functional and, consequently, safer.

3. Corporate Governance

4. Human capital

5. External relationships

• 30% of the waste discarded in headquarters
was sent to recycling;
• The Hora da Terra Program, (earth hour program), when Porto Seguro’s lights are turned
off for an hour, guaranteed savings of more
than 1,048,376 kWh.

Learn more about Social and
Environmental Responsibility results
in the External Relations chapter
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Porto Seguro follows the best corporate
governance practices, creating conditions for
the maintenance of long-term relationships
with its investors.
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Mission

To strengthen the principles that
privilege transparency, equity
and respect for its shareholders,
Porto Seguro follows the best
corporate governance practices, creating conditions for the
development and maintenance
of a long-term relationship with
its investors.

[102-16]
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Philosophy

Porto Seguro is a group of people formed by its employees, managers, shareholders, brokers, service providers and business partners who, jointly and individually, are guided by the following values, examples, and commitments:
• Cooperation, transparency, justice, and the attitude to serve with genuine
interest are our fundamental values.
• The pursuit of perfection demands humility, determination, and patience.
• Everyone has the right to participate and put forward their opinion
through dialog in an egalitarian and ethical manner.

The Company’s shares are traded on the Novo Mercado, a special segment of the [B]³ stock
market intended exclusively for
Companies that meet the requirements and differentiated
rules of corporate governance,
in accordance with the practices required by the Novo Mercado and recommended by the
Brazilian Institute of Corporate
Governance (IBGC).

Presentation

Our mission is taking risks through topnotch quality services exceeding client’s
expectations and ensuring agility at
competitive costs with social and
environmental responsibility.

• Mistakes do happen and must be assumed and rectified immediately as
an opportunity for learning, improvement, and growth.

“What good are
skyscrapers if there are
no more human souls
to live in them.”

• Work must be performed with enthusiasm and seen as an opportunity
for development.
• The dedication of each person should go beyond the responsibilities of
their job.
• One should not use their position for personal benefits but maintain a
posture of simplicity and unselfishness.

Érico Veríssimo

• It is our responsibility to provide simple, flexible, agile, and integrated
management.
• Prepare successors who are capable of expanding the Organization’s horizons.
• Professional achievement should be the result of stimulus to self-development and the pursuit of fresh challenges.
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3.1 Governance bodies
Porto Seguro is managed by a Board of Directors
and an Executive Board. Currently, the Company’s
Board of Directors is composed of seven members,
five men and two women; the Board (Executive
Body) is divided into 5 Vice-presidencies, all led by
men, which are subdivided into 22 boards. Of the 12
members of high governance, seven are between
30 and 50 years old and 10 are over 50 years old. [405-1]
The Administrative Council is accompanied by
an Internal Audit Superintendence, subdivided into
Internal Audit Inspector and Internal Audit. The
Company’s By-Laws describe the duties, responsibilities and requirements of each governance body, in
addition to determinations on the fiscal year, profits
and dividends and remuneration of the members
of the governance.

The Executive Officers of Porto Seguro, in May/2020, was composed of: [102-18]

Vice Presidency of
Financial and Service
Businesses

Message from the CEO
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Vice Presidency of
Insurance

Ombudsman

• People Committee
• Remuneration Committee
• Integrated Risk Committee

Vice Presidency of
Commercial and Marketing

CEO

Vice Presidency of
Corporate and Institutional

Comptroller and Vice Presidency
of Finance, Investments and
Investor Relations

1. Who we are

• Fiscal Council
• Audit Committee

Get to know Porto Seguro’s
By-Laws
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Organization’s governance is also
composed by:
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• Investment Committee
• Ethics and Conduct Committee
In 2019 there was a change in the presidency of Porto Seguro’s Administrative
Council, which changed from Jayme
Garfinkel to Bruno Garfinkel. [102-10]

Read more about the
components of governance
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3.2 Ethics and compliance

3.3 Risk management

To reinforce its full, responsible performance and in
compliance with the current laws and regulations, Porto
Seguro adopts measurements to prevent corruption
that contribute to the strengthening and preservation of
its image before the market, and foster the sustainable
development of society and the market in line with the
mission, values and business philosophy. [103|205]

Porto Seguro is exposed to a set of risks inherent to its
activities, to manage them, the Company has a series of
principles, guidelines, actions, roles and responsibilities
necessary for the identification, evaluation, treatment
and control. [102-11]

Its By-Laws, which consolidates the company’s values and
principles and defines the rules by which its employees
must follow their activities and behavior within the
Company, is annually renewed by the Ethics and
Conduct Committee. When hired, employees are subject
to detection of conflicts of interest and sign a term of
commitment to claim the adherence to these guidelines;
this adhesion is updated annually, under the monitoring
of the Internal Controls and Compliance team.

Learn more about risk management in
section 7.3 of the Reference Form
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Reflecting the commitment to risk management, the
Company relies on the Corporate Risk Management
area, whose mission is to ensure that risks are effectively
identified, measured, mitigated, monitored, and reported independently.
There is also, permanently, a forum called Integrated Risk
Committee, with the objective of providing subsidies and
information to the Board of Directors in matters related to
risk management, proposing action plans and guidelines,
assessing compliance with risk management standards
and monitoring the key risk indicators in all the Porto
Seguro Group companies, such as annual review and
approval of the Corporate Risk Management Policy, zeal for
compliance with other risk policies and recommendations
related to appetite and exposure limits by risk types.

2. Our results
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4. Human capital

The highlights of Porto Seguro’s responsible
performance are:
• Ministration of mandatory face-to-face training to Porto Seguro
leaders, in addition to occasional meetings with providers in some
areas that present a higher risk of exposure to the Anti-Corruption
Law; [205-2]

• Application of face-to-face training and online classes for
employees, especially for professionals in risk areas, including the
main points brought by the anti-corruption rules, such as harmful acts, identified sanctions and use of the Integrity Program;

• Update of online training content available to insurance brokers;
• Reinforce the commitment by carrying out online training for
service providers managed by Porto Socorro; and

• Updating the topic of our By-Laws related to Gifts and Invitations for events, creating clearer rules to avoid conflicts of interest.

5. External relationships

6. About the report
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Anti-corruption

Reporting channel

The actions taken by Porto Seguro to fight
corruption are also monitored by the Internal Controls and Compliance team, in accordance with the parameters defined by decree 8,420/15 and recommendations by CGU
(Brazilian Comptroller General of the Union).
This monitoring is carried out through the execution of periodic control tests and undergo
an annual assessment by the Internal Audit.
Recommendations related to this topic are
reinforced through mandatory training and
internal policies. [103|205]
In 2019, the operations of areas that are at risk
of corruption were revisited to incorporate the
controls necessary to mitigate these risks. The
implementation of this monitoring process
reduces the possibility of financial losses because of any negative exposure by the Company, as well as in the involvement with third
parties that do not follow the compatible con-
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duct standards. In addition, reinforces the commitment to act in accordance with current laws
and increases the company’s perception of fairness and trust, which contributes to maintaining the relationship with stakeholders. [103|205]

Contributions and Donations
Policy [103|205]

To assess corruption risks, the Internal Controls
and Compliance area carried out a mapping
with the areas to identify those that maintain
contact with public bodies in their operational routine. To determine the degree of risk exposure, characteristics were verified, such as:
processes that require contact with public
agencies, frequency, number of agencies, intermediation by third parties and the types of
control existing for each situation. [205-1]

The corporate reporting channel receives any case of fraud, corruption, money laundering, improper use of the brand
and other ethical and conduct deviations. Complaints can be made by anyone (with or without ties to the company),
anonymously, by calling 0800-7070015
or using a form available on the website
www.portoseguro.com.br.

Prevention and control criteria for service providers and suppliers are also adopted, such as
conduct assessment and standard anti-corruption clause in contracts. [103|205]

In 2019 the channel received 2,008 occurrences, of which 729 were investigated for
being complaints, none of which resulted in
confirmed cases of corruption. [205-3]
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Porto Seguro prohibits any donations of
electoral or political nature. Other donations
must be made legitimately and free from
any influence, by means of payment directed to the legal entity to which the amounts
are destined and with corresponding payment proof.
Before making any donation, it’s necessary
to obtain the approval of the respective
management and board and, especially for
projects of social and environmental nature, any financial and/or resource donation
must be previously evaluated by the Social
and Environmental Responsibility Area. All
guidelines related to donations are formalized in the Contributions and Donations
Policy and are subject to periodic audit and
internal control assessment.
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Porto Seguro focuses on valuing
employees, making them brand
ambassadors.
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Porto Seguro is an organization that believes in the
importance of its employees for the fulfillment of
its strategic objectives and the achievement of its
mission. It is part of the organizational strategy to
offer a good experience with the employing brand,
so that in this journey all employees support the
essence of “Being more and more a Porto Seguro
(safe haven) for our customers”.
The Porto Seguro Group ended 2019 with 11,841
employees³, of which 7,906 were employed by insurance companies and 3,935 by other companies.
939 employees were hired in the diversity programs
“Young Apprentice Program” and “Inclusion Program for People with Disabilities”; the year ended
with 1,795 employees in the “Home Office Program”

(14.7% of total employees), with high levels of favorability and productivity.
In 2019, the Vision 2020 cycle, Porto Seguro’s culture and organizational vision project, was concluded, celebrating, and recognizing the advances
achieved in the last 7 years. In the first quarter of
2020, the vision for the next 5 years was announced:
Integrating Customers and Business. In the quest
to be more and more a Porto Seguro (safe haven)
for our customers, we have the opportunity to integrate our products so that our customers have a
better experience.
Human Resources policies and practices reflect
Porto Seguro’s strategic direction:

Prepare leaders and team
members to sustain organiza-

Providing memorable experiences for employees through-

tional transformation, ensuring the
essence of the Company to the
same extent that the development
of new necessary competencies is
encouraged to obtain the results
expected for the next 5 years.

out their journey at the Company,
to foster enchantment and engagement with the employing
brand, contributing to the continuity and sustainability of the
businesses.

Foster a culture of efficiency
in the Company through people
management processes and practices that support organizational
evolution, digital culture and contribute to business results.

³ When counting employees, interns and young apprentices are not considered.
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4.1 Valuation
Attracting and retaining talent [401-1]
The Company’s success is largely due to
the engagement of its team. Among the
various indicators for measuring business
performance, the performance of employees
is assessed, and a culture of accountability and
collaboration is encouraged. Porto Seguro
rewards its employees according to their
results, through the Profit and Results
Program. [103|401]
Business strategies are designed in line with
culture and human resources policies and
practices seek both to sustain and strengthen
culture and to boost business results. There is
a very special care with sustaining the Porto
Seguro culture: by transforming employees
into brand ambassadors, we contribute to
attracting and retaining talent. [103|401]
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Human resource
policies and practices
seek to both sustain and
strengthen culture and
boost business results

In 2019, 5,374 new employees were hired, of which 3,315
were women and 2,059 men. Of the new hires, 54% were
under 30 years old, 44% between 30 and 50 years old and
2% were over 50 years old. 96% of new hires took place in the
southeast region.
The turnover rate in the period was around 34%, resulting
from 2,977 terminations. The age group with the highest
turnover rate is below 30 years old, with 83.1%; the smallest
is over 50, with 14.6%. The region of the country with the
lowest turnover is the North, with 17.6%.
The average, in years, of the employees’ permanence in the
Company is 9 years. Managers are those with the highest
average stay: 16 years; male directors, have a longer stay
than women, 14 and 9 years respectively; women managers,
on the other hand, remain, on average, a little longer than
men, 16 and 15 years respectively. For the other functional
categories, there is no significant difference in the average
stay between genders.
Check aside the average permanence of all functional
categories, which confirm the good results of employee
loyalty and engagement:
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Directors
President

12 years

Managers

16 years

Supervisors
Coordinators

11years

Administrative

8 years

Sellers

6 years

Operational

2 years
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Open-doors policy
Employees can seek support and ask for help through various formal channels. This open-door policy increases engagement and ensures reliable channels for employees to express their desires, interact with decision makers and describe the experience of their journeys at Porto Seguro.
Main channels available: Talk to Bruno Garfinkel (chairman of the board), Talk to Roberto Santos (CEO), Talk to
Carolina Zwarg (HR director), internal ombudsman channel and breakfast with employees (forum held every
two months with the participation of directors and managers).

Benefits
The appreciation of employees is also reflected in the benefits offered, in 2019, the Quality of Life area
promoted actions focused on health, well-being and integration for employees, with more than 128
thousand participations in different projects. This year there were also health and safety actions that
reinforced Porto Seguro’s commitment to the care of its employees, such as vaccination campaigns and the
opening of Mama Space, a place reserved for encouraging breastfeeding. [103|201, 103|401, 401-2]
To insurance companies, vouchers are also available for food, meals, life insurance and transportation,
childcare or nanny assistance, health insurance, dental insurance, private pension, pharmacy card, scholarship,
and parking for employees in charge of leadership. [201-3]
The Portoprev Supplementary Pension Plan is exclusive to Porto Seguro’s CLT employees, who can make
monthly contributions based on a percentage levied on their salary, also receiving the same contribution
amount from the Sponsor, limited to 8% of the salary nominal. [201-3]
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4.2 Training and development
Distribution of training hours by functional category

In 2019, R$ 372 thousand / month
was invested in training programs
for employees promoted by the
Human Resources area, totaling
36,912 hours of training in the year.
Among the programs, highlight
for the leadership development
actions, totaling more than 20
thousand hours / year. [103|404; 404-1]

5.,5%

16.2%

Women received an average of 2.74
hours of training, while men received
3.62 hours; the average of general
training was 3.12 hours per year.
Below is the distribution of training
hours by functional category, which
reflects the emphasis on training for
leaders: [404-1]
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Directors / President
Managers
Supervisors / Coordinators
Administrative
Vendors
Operational
Intern
Young / Teen Apprentice
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The organization also encourages the construction
of the Individual Development Plan (PDI), a way
for employees to discuss and evaluate actions that
will bring more positive impact to achieve what
they aim for in their career. As an additional support, there is a form and guidelines in Elo, to facilitate the development of the employee. [404-2]

1.1%
0.1%
0.4%
0.2%
1.6%

28.8%
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With a focus on the individual and professional development of its employees, the Company offers
the Development Academy (ACAD), a catalog of
in-company courses, funded by Porto Seguro, on
topics ranging from time management to leadership. The protagonist course, one of the most
sought after in 2019, addresses how people can be
protagonists in their career and in the organization
and provides support and reflection tools for the
participant to evaluate how to structure their individual development plan. [404-2]

5. External relationships
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4.3 Diversity and inclusion
The Company reinforces in its performance the
support to the diversity of the workforce, inclusion
of minorities and non-occurrence of discrimination,
promoting actions to raise awareness among teams
and leaders about the inclusion of people with disabilities, in addition to being part of the Working
Group of Diversity & Inclusion, organized by CNSeg,
which seeks to discuss the topic in the insurance
market. [103|405; 103|406]
Porto Seguro understands that diversity strengthens the company and promotes more innovation
and management efficiency, there is still a way to
go to reach the ideal of inclusion, but the current
results already demonstrate the effectiveness of its
principles. [103|405]

Number of employees
by functional category,
by gender
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3121

Administrative

Managers
Directors / President

Number of employees
by functional category,
by age group
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61

160

14
3

76

Operational

1397
113

Vendors

[102-8]

Over 50 years old
Between 30 and 50 years old
Under 30 years old

2. Our results

Managers
Directors / President

3. Corporate Governance

1625

1109

190
380

Administrative
Supervisors / Coordinators

3573

383
394

Supervisors / Coordinators

Men
Women

2261

664
748

Vendors

[102-8]

In 2019, of the 11,841 employees, 42.5% were men
and 57.5% women. There were 561 employees
with disabilities (PwD), 47.2% men and 52.8% women. The ethnic composition is 34.1% brown, 5.1%
black and 60.8% white. The Company also had 17
interns, 13 men and 4 women, and 378 young apprentices, 150 men and 228 women. [405-1]
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Number of employees
with disabilities (PwD)
by functional category,
by gender

Operational

65
3

Vendors

[405-1]

Equal pay

102

11
188
188

Administrative
Supervisors / Coordinators

Women
Men

3
1

Managers

0
0

Directors / President

0
0

Number of employees
by functional category,
by ethnicity*

Operational
Vendors

[405-1]

Managers

4
24

0.89

Managers

0.95

Supervisors /
Coordinators

0.78

182

Administrative

0.87

187

Vendors

0.96

Operational

1.01

General

0.90

594
4158
1800

564

15
0
1

There are no employees with a temporary employment contract and only 27 employees work part-time. [102-8]
* There are 491 employees without ethnicity information available.
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Proportion of average
remuneration:
women / men

Directors / President

287
21

Directors / President

1394
765

41

Supervisors / Coordinators

Functional category

1441

250

Administrative

White
Black
Brown

Considering all employees, the average salary of
men is 10% higher than that of women; only in the
Operational category do women receive proportionally more than men, about 1%. The greatest disparity is in the Supervisors / Employees category,
where women receive about 22% less than men.
Check the complete list: [405-2]
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In 2019, again there were no cases of discrimination
recorded in Porto Seguro [406-1]

5. External relationships
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Porto Seguro understands the importance
of maintaining long-term relationships to
fulfill its business objectives.
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One of Porto Seguro’s main differentials is the
appreciation of the public with whom it maintains
a relationship of interdependence and constant
exchanges. Brokers are responsible for bringing a
significant share of the customer base; and customers
are a key part of the company’s strategy. To maintain
the quality of the services provided, Porto Seguro
relies on its service providers, partners directly related
to the operation, and its suppliers of goods and
supplies. As surrounding communities, they are also
a strategic audience, which receives special attention;
as well as employees, responsible for consolidating a
company culture.
At Porto Seguro, there is a preliminary care that
precedes the regulatory norms, mainly focused on
deepening the knowledge about the partners, to
identify those with whom it is possible to maintain a
lasting relationship, as well as those that can generate
negative impacts to the operations. There are internal
regulations that guide the selection, evaluation, and
maintenance of relationships. [103|308; 103|414]
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One of Porto Seguro’s
main differentials
is the appreciation
of the public with
which it maintains
a relationship of
interdependence and
constant exchanges
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5.1 Lasting partnerships
Brokers

Customers

Service providers

Brokers are the company’s main sales channel, representing more than 95% of revenues. There are about 37
thousand independent brokers offering a diversified
insurance portfolio and selling non-insurance businesses, such as credit card and consortium.

The opinions of Porto Seguro’s 8 million customers are considered when developing new products and services; they are collected in satisfaction surveys, disseminated to all responsible areas and used to build new offers, processes and services.

Porto Seguro has 12 thousand exclusive
service providers. They are suppliers that
offer strategic services for the Company’s
operation, such as hospitals, doctors, towtruck, mechanical workshops; as well as
white line maintenance, electrical and
hydraulic repairs, help desk service, among
others in residences. [102-9]

Periodically, a Lunch with Brokers is held, an event
promoted at the headquarters in São Paulo, for groups of
brokers from all over Brazil, in order to value and recognize
their work, also for launching products and services and
disclosing goals and results.
Porto Seguro also has partnerships with educational
institutions aimed at promoting insurance education, such
as the New Brokers Training Program - former FUNENSEG,
now the National Insurance School (ENS). In 2019, a total
of 140 sponsorships were made: 40 training participants
- Funenseg In Company - at the headquarters, and 100
training participants in hubs across Brazil.
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The implementation of the NPS (Net Promoter Score), generated new insights
for the business areas and brought the customer’s voice into the Company.
Projects like the NPS and other forms of research allow a new look at customers
needs and desires and with that the possibility of continuous improvement.
Porto Seguro maintains the practice of listening to its customers, to ensure
the quality of the services provided and to evolve its service. This monitoring is carried out through the complaints index, the result of which is
linked to the employee’s goals, influencing their profit sharing. In 2019,
the complaints rate was 0.3193, that is, for every thousand customers,
less than one formalized complaints.
In addition, work is constantly carried out to identify both visual and
language improvements in Porto Seguro policies to facilitate understanding
by the client.
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Incentive actions and benefits are aimed
at strengthening the relationship with the
network of providers, such as the school
of services, which offers courses to first-aid
providers and managers, which may be
technical courses (for services of a certain
nature), “recycling” ( with technical and
regulatory updates), and behavioral (such
as emotional control, financial education
and administrative management).
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Suppliers

Surrounding communities

Suppliers represent companies outside
the group that provide goods, services
and supplies in general, such as equipment, office supplies, consultancies,
among others. [102-9]

The communities are strategic stakeholders for the definition
of the company’s social and environmental responsibility initiatives. For this reason, the social institutions surrounding the facilities are mapped for carrying out social volunteering actions
and receiving item donations. In 2019, more than 170 institutions were attended in Brazil, resulting in more than 89 thousand services. [103|413; 413-1]

There are 6,428 partners that form the
total base of suppliers and service providers. In 2019, all new suppliers were
evaluated according to the following
social criteria: labor practices, mapping
social risks, reputational surveys, tax
status and Code of Ethics. New suppliers
in 2019 were not evaluated by environmental criteria, due to a flexible assessment. [308-1; 414-1]

Because the headquarters is in a region of high social vulnerability and urban degradation in the central region of São Paulo, the
government, residents, businesses and the surrounding trade are
involved in the development of a neighborhood care project.
The Campos Elíseos +gentil Association (Kinder Campos Elíseos
Association) initiative brings the community together so that,
through joint actions of urban and socio-educational intervention, it is possible to contribute to improving the maintenance,
conservation and cleaning of Campos Elíseos disctrict. [103|413]

Message from the CEO

sent by residents, volunteer
caretakers and neighborhood
merchants on 30 cared-for streets

84% resolution

by competent bodies of the
Regional Municipality Sé

@ 315

In addition to monthly meetings with the group and bimonthly
actions in the territory, there is a website and an app for registering alerts for improvements in the neighborhood, which are
solved through a partnership with competent public agencies.
The following results of the Association in 2019 stand out:

Find out how Porto Seguro
values its employees in the
Human Capital chapter
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downloads of the app
for opening and monitoring alerts and
more than 21 thousand accesses to
the Association’s website

15 actions of citizenship

socio-educational interventions
with 1,258 participations of residents
and traders
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5.2 Environmental management
Porto Seguro maintains several initiatives related
to the consumption of inputs and greenhouse gas
emissions, since the management of these issues
directly impacts the company’s operations, making them more efficient, both economically and
environmentally; as well as contributing to the
reduction of administrative expenses with consumption of water, energy, paper, glasses, among
others. [103|302; 103|305]
The Social and Environmental Responsibility Area
offers other areas advice, methods, and controls in
environmental management so that activities that
contain environmental impact risks are managed.
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Among the various activities carried out, those with
a focus on disseminating the results of the main
projects in the area and general sustainability issues stand out, aiming to keep these topics alive
and easily accessible within Porto Seguro, either at
the head office or branches. [103|302; 103|305]
In 2019, Porto Seguro’s Eco-efficiency panel was created, a tool to compile, measure and evaluate the
economic, environmental, and social impacts of the
Company’s input consumption. This platform will
assist in monitoring eco-efficiency indicators and
improving the management of its environmental
impacts. [103|302; 103|305]
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Operational eco-efficiency

The Social and Environmental
Responsibility Area offers the
other areas advice, methods
and controls in environmental
management so that activities
that contain environmental
impact risks are managed
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Water

Energy

Waste

The company’s buildings are equipped with
dual flush or vacuum system in the toilets, and
aerators in the taps, initiatives that reduce consumption, financial expenditure, and the environmental impacts of water consumption.
There is also the capture and treatment of rainwater in two of its own water treatment plants
in two of the Company’s buildings, in addition
to the reuse of this water for other purposes,
such as garden irrigation and cleaning.

Among the main initiatives that contribute to
reducing energy consumption expenses and
reducing environmental impacts are LED lamps
and presence sensors in the Company’s buildings; the Hora da Terra (Earth hour) program,
with artificial lighting turned off for at least one
hour to take advantage of natural lighting; and
solar panels installed in more than 10 locations which strengthens the market for renewable energy sources, in addition to contributing to the
reduction of the organization’s GHG emissions.

Porto Seguro performs the waste sorting, separating them into recyclable and organic. The
cost of disposing of recyclable waste is lower when compared to the disposal of organic
waste, which also contributes to making the
company’s operations more eco-efficient.

In 2019 there was a 48% increase in water
consumption in the company’s buildings,
from 60,705,000 liters in 2018 to 89,797,000
liters in 2019. This increase does not necessarily reflect the increase in the organization’s
consumption, but rather the improvement in
data collection and consolidation, as more locations started reporting consumption data.
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In 2019, Earth Hour provided savings of almost
667,000 kWh, equivalent to the annual energy consumption of 3,131 homes. The solar
panels project, since the beginning of its installation in May 2018, has already generated
almost 700 thousand kWh of energy, reflecting savings of more than R$ 336,000. Porto Seguro’s total energy consumption in the year
was 38,000 MWh. [302-1]

4. Human capital
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In 2019, the Company’s activities to reduce the
consumption of inputs and the generation of
waste brought very positive results, such as
the 22% drop in printing - generating savings
of more than R$ 418,000; 13% reduction in the
use of disposable cups - equivalent to saving
more than 22 thousand liters of water. In the
consolidated, the waste sorting showed 68%
efficiency and generated a return of almost R$
120,000 from recyclable materials sale.
Highlights in recycling: 602kg of batteries;
229kg of medicines; 143kg of x-rays; 47kg of
cigarette butts.
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Management beyond the border
GHG emissions
The main environmental impact of Porto Seguro’s operations is the emission of Greenhouse Gases (GHG) associated with tow-trucks and service cars that provide services
to policyholders. Even though they are issues that are not under its direct control, the
Company understands their co-responsibility. Among the strategies adopted to reduce
emissions are the incentive to work remotely (home office) and the use of alternative
and more sustainable modes of transport in the attendances, such as electric cars, smaller tow-trucks, electric motorcycles, bicycles and public transport.
Climate change also represents risks for the Company due to the impact on the accident
rate, especially in relation to floods and other natural events that may cause financial
losses for the company through auto, residential and agribusiness claims, among others.
These risks are monitored by the Integrated Risk Committee. [103|201; 201-2]

Among the strategies
adopted to reduce
emissions are the incentive
to home office and the
use of alternative and more
sustainable modes of
transport in the attendances
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At Porto Seguro Automotive Centers and Referenced Workshops, PGRA is implemented with a
view to recycling everything that is possible and
viable and the correct destination of products that
cannot be reused and of hazardous waste. [308-2]
Renova Ecopeças, a company in the Porto Seguro
group, dismantles vehicles at the end of their useful
life and recycles almost all their parts and components: parts in great condition or with minor defects return to the market, with warranty; materials
that cannot be reused are recycled by partners or
specialized companies. [308-2]

In 2019, Porto Seguro’s scope 1 emissions were estimated at 1,945 tCO2e, of scope 2,
2,920 tCO2e, and of scope 3, 14,716 tCO2e. Adding scopes 1 and 2, the total direct and indirect emissions from Porto Seguro’s electricity consumption was 4,865 tCO2e in 2019, a
reduction of 3,682 tCO2e compared to 2018. Emission reduction projects, such as Service
with bicycles, Guincho leve (Light Tow-truck) and Passo Certo (Right Step) generated a
reduction of 18,141 tCO2e in the year. [305-1; 305-2; 305-3]
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Porto Seguro works with its stakeholders to mitigate, prevent, and reduce environmental impacts
of operations related to the services provided. In the
Automotive Waste Management Program (PGRA),
the central axes of action are the adequacy of structures for storage and management and the guarantee of waste disposal certificates. [103|308]
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The materiality review was carried out in
line with the GRI recommendations and the
best corporate management practices.
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Porto Seguro’s fourth consecutive annual report was prepared in accordance with the GRI Standards: Core
option, as in the last three years. Consolidates information on Porto Seguro’s performance from January 1,
2019 to December 31, 2019, including financial, strategy and management data, corporate governance,
relationship with its stakeholders and socio-environmental responsibility initiatives. [102-50; 102-52; 102-54]

6.1 Content definition
The content of this report was determined based on a review of the materiality matrix. The review took
into account the results of the materiality elaboration process, carried out in 2017, considering the order of
prioritization of the themes through the result of interviews with leaders (6), benchmarking (4 companies)
and media analysis (news and social media publications in the last 12 months), in line with the GRI
recommendations and the best corporate management practices. [102-43; 102-46]
In 2017, priority audiences for Porto Seguro were consulted: leadership representatives were interviewed
individually; customers, employees, brokers, partners, suppliers, the press, community representatives,
shareholders and service providers participated in a comprehensive online consultation. The results of these
different engagements were consolidated, resulting in a list of prioritized material topics. [102-40; 102-42; 102-43]
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6.2 Material topics
Material topics
In 2019, the prioritization process was carried
out using an objective and impartial
methodology. The following is a list of material
topics, in the new order of prioritization,
describing the focus of Porto Seguro’s
management approach in relation to these
themes and the GRI topics and disclosures
selected to respond to each of them. [102-44,

Labor Practices

Environment

Training and education

404-1, 404-2

Diversity and equal opportunity

405-1, 405-2

Energy

Analysis of climate issues, environmental projects carried out at
headquarters, branches and with suppliers

302-1

Marketing and labeling

417-1, 417-2, 417-3

Performance and
Economic Impact

Maintenance of the Company's financial health, main income and
investments and concern with future issues

Economic performance

201-1, 201-2, 201-3, 201-4

Suppliers
assessment

Definition of criteria for supplier’s selection, relationship with service
providers and description of the work with these stakeholders

respsocial.ambiental@portoseguro.com.br

Human rights

index

401-1, 401-2

Compliance with products and services requirements sold and the
disclosure of relevant information to customers

Responsibility
for Services

Relationship
with Society

Message from the CEO

Valuing employees, highlighting length of stay at the company,
investment in training and capacity and proactive action for equal
opportunities

Employment

305-1, 305-2, 305-3

In case of doubts about the content of this
publication, or to send suggestions and comments, contact us by e-mail: [102-53]
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Related topics and disclosures

Emissions

102-46, 102-47]

To better represent the management approach of the selected themes, some disclosures are no longer answered in this report
and disclosure 308-2 has been included.
No changes and adjustments to the information presented in previous reports were
required. [102-48; 102-49]

Management approach

Suppliers environmental assessment

The Company's performance in the surrounding communities, results
obtained and responsible governance

Suppliers social assessment

414-1

Indirect economic impacts

203-2

Local communities

413-1

Anti-corruption

1. Who we are

2. Our results

Preventive action by the Company to avoid the occurrence of
discrimination and results of the measures adopted

3. Corporate Governance
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308-1, 308-2

Non-discrimination

6. About the report

205-1, 205-2, 205-3
406-1
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GRI content index [102-55]

General disclosures
Organizational profile
GRI Standard

Disclosure

Page number / Answer

102-1 Name of the organization

6

102-2 Activities, brands, products, and services

6

102-3 Location of headquarters

6

102-4 Location of operations

6

102-5 Ownership and legal form

6

102-6 Markets served

6

102-7 Scale of the organization

10

102-8 Information on employees and other workers

32, 33

102-9 Supply chain

36

102-10 Significant changes to the organization and its supply chain

24

102-11 Precautionary Principle or approach

25

102-12 External initiatives

7

102-13 Membership of associations

7

GRI Standard

Disclosure

Page number / Answer

GRI 102: General
Disclosures 2016

102-14 Statement from senior decision-maker

3

GRI 102: General
Disclosures 2016

Omission

Strategy
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Sumário de conteúdo GRI [102-55]
Ethics and integrity
GRI Standard

Disclosure

Page number / Answer

Omission

GRI 102: General
Disclosures 2016

102-16 Values, principles, standards, and norms of behavior

23

GRI Standard

Disclosure

Page number / Answer

GRI 102: General
Disclosures 2016

102-18 Governance structure

24

Disclosure

Page number / Answer

102-40 List of stakeholder groups

42

102-41 Collective bargaining agreements

99.86% own employees are covered by collective bargaining agreements

102-42 Identifying and selecting stakeholders

42

102-43 Approach to stakeholder engagement

42

102-44 Key topics and concerns raised

43

Disclosure

Page number / Answer

102-45 Entities included in the consolidated financial statements

45

102-46 Defining report content and topic Boundaries

42

102-47 List of material topics

43

Governance
Omission

Stakeholder engagement
GRI Standard

GRI 102: General
Disclosures 2016

Omission

Reporting practice
GRI Standard
GRI 102: General
Disclosures 2016
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Sumário de conteúdo GRI [102-55]

GRI 102: General
Disclosures 2016

102-48 Restatements of information

43

102-49 Changes in reporting

43

102-50 Reporting period

42

102-51 Date of most recent report

August / 2019, referring to 2018

102-52 Reporting cycle

42

102-53 Contact point for questions regarding the report

43

102-54 Claims of reporting in accordance with the GRI Standards

42

102-55 GRI content index

45

102-56 External assurance

This report has not been submitted to external assurance. There is a future
intention of Porto Seguro to submit the Sustainability Report to external
verification, but for now it is not provided for in policy.

Disclosure

Page number / Answer

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

13, 14, 30, 40

103-2 The management approach and its components

13, 14, 30, 40

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

13, 14, 30, 40

201-1 Direct economic value generated and distributed

15

201-2 Financial implications and other risks and opportunities due to
climate change

40

Material topics
Economic Performance
GRI Standard
GRI 103: Management
Approach 2016

GRI 201: Economic
Performance 2016
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Sumário de conteúdo GRI [102-55]
GRI 201: Economic
Performance 2016

201-3 Defined benefit plan obligations and other retirement plans

30

201-4 Financial assistance received from government

Porto Seguro does not receive financial assistance direct government.

Disclosure

Page number / Answer

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

18, 19

103-2 The management approach and its components

18, 19

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

18, 19

203-2 Significant indirect economic impacts

18

Disclosure

Page number / Answer

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

25, 26

103-2 The management approach and its components

25, 26

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

25, 26

205-1 Operations assessed for risks related to corruption

26

205-2 Communication and training about anti-corruption policies and procedures

25

205-3 Confirmed incidents of corruption and actions taken

26

Indirect Economic Impacts
GRI Standard
GRI 103: Management
Approach 2016
GRI 203: Indirect Economic
Impacts 2016

Omission

Anti-corruption
GRI Standard
GRI 103: Management
Approach 2016

GRI 205 Anti-corruption
2016
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Sumário de conteúdo GRI [102-55]
Energy
GRI Standard
GRI 103: Management
Approach 2016
GRI 302: Energy 2016

Disclosure

Page number / Answer

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

38

103-2 The management approach and its components

38

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

38

302-1 Energy consumption within the organization

39

Disclosure

Page number / Answer

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

38

103-2 The management approach and its components

38

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

38

305-1 Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions

40

305-2 Energy indirect (Scope 2) GHG emissions

40

305-3 Other indirect (Scope 3) GHG emissions

40

Omission

Emissions
GRI Standard
GRI 103: Management
Approach 2016

GRI 305: Emissions 2016

Omission

Supplier Environmental Assessment
GRI Standard
GRI 103: Management
Approach 2016
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103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

35, 40

103-2 The management approach and its components

35, 40

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

35, 40
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Sumário de conteúdo GRI [102-55]

GRI 308: Supplier
Environmental Assessment
2016

308-1 New suppliers that were screened using environmental criteria

37

308-2 Negative environmental impacts in the supply chain and actions taken

40

Disclosure

Page number / Answer

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

29, 30

103-2 The management approach and its components

29, 30

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

29, 30

401-1 New employee hires and employee turnover

29

401-2 Benefits provided to full-time employees that are not provided to temporary
or part-time employees

30

Disclosure

Page number / Answer

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

31

103-2 The management approach and its components

31

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

31

404-1 Average hours of training per year per employee

31

404-2 Programs for upgrading employee skills and transition assistance programs

31

Employment
GRI Standard
GRI 103: Management
Approach 2016

GRI 401: Employment 2016

Omission

Training and education
GRI Standard
GRI 103: Management
Approach 2016
GRI 404: Training and
education 2016
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Sumário de conteúdo GRI [102-55]
Diversity and Equal Opportunity
GRI Standard
GRI 103: Management
Approach 2016

GRI 405: Diversity and Equal
Opportunity 2016

Disclosure

Page number / Answer

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

32

103-2 The management approach and its components

32

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

32

405-1 Diversity of governance bodies and employees

24, 32, 33

405-2 Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of women to men

33

Disclosure

Page number / Answer

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

32

103-2 The management approach and its components

32

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

32

406-1 Incidents of discrimination and corrective actions taken

33

Disclosure

Page number / Answer

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

37

103-2 The management approach and its components

37

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

37

Omission

Non-discrimination
GRI Standard
GRI 103: Management
Approach 2016
GRI 406: Non-discrimination 2016

Omission

Local Communities
GRI Standard
GRI 103: Management
Approach 2016
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Sumário de conteúdo GRI [102-55]
GRI 413: Local
Communities 2016

413-1 Operations with local community engagement, impact assessments, and
development programs

37

Disclosure

Page number / Answer

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

35

103-2 The management approach and its components

35

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

35

414-1 Negative social impacts in the supply chain and actions taken

37

Disclosure

Page number / Answer

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

9

103-2 The management approach and its components

9

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

9

417-1 Requirements for product and service information and labeling

9

417-2 Incidents of non-compliance concerning product and service information
and labeling

9

417-3 Incidents of non-compliance concerning marketing communications

9

Supplier Social Assessment
GRI Standard
GRI 103: Management
Approach 2016
GRI 414: Supplier Social
Assessment 2016

Omission

Marketing and labeling
GRI Standard
GRI 103: Management
Approach 2016

GRI 417: Marketing and
labeling 2016
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Overall project coordination
Social and Environmental Responsibility Area

GRI Consulting and Writing
Green Domus Desenvolvimento Sustentável

Graphic design and diagramming
Estúdio VACA
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